


Lavan Prakashan and Kusan Prakashan are well-known names in the VFX industry now. With an 

experience of over 18 successful years and association with innumerable clients from inside and outside 

the country, they have set an industry standard of creativity and professionalism. The brothers, popularly 

known as Lava Kusa, are renowned for their exceptional talent in the field and appreciated for their 

innovative contributions to the industry. For over 18 years, they have been associated with some of the 

best filmmakers, Directors, Technicians, and production houses, including Rajamouli, Shankar, RSVP 

Movies, Absolute Productions, Abundantia Entertainment, etc.

Digital Turbo Media is now an Industry standard in the 

world of Visual Effects and Animation. It has trained many 

students to discover their skills and carve successful 

careers in the Visual Effects, Our studio is situated in the 

vibrant heart of Cochin. Its founders Lavan and Kusan were 

veterans of the VFX industry having over 18 yrs expertise in 

the art of the film making and post production. Digital 

Turbo Media is one of the most adept studio in Kerala. 

DTM was started in 2014 and has delivered over hundred 

and fifty films, commercials and streaming productions. 

The company services include visual and story development 

to final post including complete cinematography and 

stereoscopic animation and creation of an image. 

Our creative VFX and animation team breathes life into film 

maker's vision to make it a reality. We work closely with film 

makers to achieve the impossible dreams and weave magic 

on the screen by creating extra ordinary and highly 

complex visual effects and conceiving entire animated 

footage for feature films and television. Our network of 

integrated facilities provide a full range of services including 

conceptual design, pre-vis, look development, 

onset supervision, 3d animation/CGI, motion graphics, 

matte painting, compositing and finishing.  

DTM's 

VFX Magic
DTM's 

VFX Magic

We are here to make you a part of the most 

prestigious industry in the world……. 

“THE FILM INDUSTRY”

DTM 's Training Strategies

8 We offer comprehensive training in the field of visual 

effects, visual media and VFX oriented animation. 

8 Our mission is to transform you into a brilliant artist 

who can make a mark wherever you may go. 

8 Walk into our centre anytime and you will be 

astounded to see yourself standing amongst one of 

the most talented industry professionals who have 

delivered in innumerable Hollywood, Bollywood and 

Malayalam films. You will be able to witness pure 

magic on the screens of our studio floor 

8 We offer extensive training programs which will cover 

all aspects of the visual effects and VFX oriented 

animation industry like never before. 

8 We will qualify you with having proficient  technical 

skills in very complex software's along with having 

Professional industry experience………. 
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LEADING VFX COMPANIES 

and many more.....

Ready for the 
B o o m?

Smartphones open up the audience

India’s entertainment industry is set to be worth $20.6 billion by 

next year, owing to the increasing usage of Smartphones, and 

will continue to grow thanks to unprecedented access to the 

internet. According to a study by Cisco, there will be almost 800 

million smartphone devices in India by 2021.It was no surprise, 

then, to see Netflix setting up in India last year—and committing 

to producing 100 original projects in the region over the coming 

years. In fact, the world’s leading subscription streaming service 

chose India over China, such is the potential size – and wealth – 

of the audience.But Netflix isn’t the biggest such platform in the 

country. That title belongs to Hotstar, which has a whopping 75 

million active users—outstripping Netflix and Amazon 

Prime Video combined. All of this is leading to India 

becoming a powerhouse in global content creation, 

with an emphasis on VFX& animation. India shows are 

broadcast around the world, dubbed in numerous 

foreign languages, and often make more money 

outside the domestic market than within . A case in 

point is the 2016 Indian film Dangal, which grossed 

over US$196 million – almost triple of what the film 

made in India. The market has matured to the point 

where India, for so long seen as an outsourcing 

location for VFX jobs for Western filmmakers.

It’s no exaggeration to say the biggest audiences of the future will be from Asia. With over a combined 

population of 1 billion kids under 17 today, these are the consumers that film makers and content 

creators need to reach. The growing importance of the China box office and Netflix’s goals for growth 

in India mean investments in Asian media and entertainment markets are just beginning.

India was one of the top five biggest box office contributors in the world for Avengers: Infinity War in 

2018 . The Marvel movie broke records for Hollywood releases in India on every single day. Even more 

exciting is the potential of home-grown content, such as Baahubali 2: The Conclusion. One of the most 

highly anticipated films of 2017 after the phenomenal success of the 2015 film Baahubali. Baahubali 2 

became the highest Hindi grossing film worldwide, then the highest Hindi grossing film of all-time in 

India across all languages. 
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Course Module 
TERM 1  :  Modelling, Animation, Rigging

TERM2   :  UV Texturing, Dynamics, Mograph

TERM3   :   Arnold Rendering, X-Particle system, Photogrammetry

Prerequisite :   Need a basic knowledge about ‘MAYA’

Course Structure 
Detailed understanding of 3-D Space and objects. Modelling (creation), texturing and lighting of objects. 

Particle Systems and Dynamics. Camera , Rigging and Animation techniques . Basic Compositing and project 

planning. 

Internship and Specialization: 
You will be getting a unique opportunity to work in our live Production Studio to gain hands-on experience by 

working on all the blockbuster Malayalam, Tamil and Hindi movie Projects & Advertisement.

We will prepare you to tackle different kinds of shots which will make you confident and highly skilled to work 

for any Studio around the globe using your expert skills.

Job Proles 
Modelling Artist | Texturing& Shading | Dynamics Artist | Rigger | Animator | Lighting Artist | Rendering 

Artist | 3D-Generalist

3D-GENERALIST
) (VFX oriented 3D- Program

Course Module 

TERM 1 : Rotoscopy, Paint, Keying,

TERM2  : Color Theory, Tracking, Compositing

TERM3  :  2.5 D Compositing, CG Compositing

Course Structure 
Fundamental knowledge of Compositing and Color Theory will be covered in detail. All the VFX 

Techniques and tools will be covered in- depth which includes, Paint, Compositing, Tracking, 

Keying, etc. Comprehensive training program to turn you into a highly sought after VFX Artist.

Internship and Specialization: 

You will be getting a unique opportunity to work in our live Production Studio to gain hands-

on experience by working on all the block buster Malayalam, Tamil and Hindi movie Projects & 

Advertisement. 

We will prepare you to tackle different kinds of shots which will make you confident and 

highly skilled to work for any Studio around the globe using your expert skills.

Job Proles 
Rotoscopy Artist, Prep Artist, Paint Artist, Compositor, Match mover. Matte-Painter

ADVANCED VFX COMPOSITING PORTFOLIO
SOME OF OUR SELECTED WORK
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Ground Floor, Devika Building, Kottankavu Jn.,

Vennala, Kerala - 682 028

+91 9946 116 115 | 80 888 28 481  |  98 33 899 200

dtmvfxskool@gmail.com  |  www.dtmvfxskool.com

Eligibility    

Students who have passed their PLUS TWO exams or equivalent. 

Requirements      

Students need to submit the following documents at the time of admission. 

1.   Latest educational qualication proof 

2.   One photo (Passport size) 

3.   A student can seek admission by paying the registration fee as applicable. 

To Become A Creative Professional 


